
PREFACE 

F
or most students, college is a new world. Students meet new kinds of 
people, engage in new kinds of discussions, read new kinds of books, 
and are asked to write new kinds of essays. Those who are drawn into 

this new world, who find questions and knowledge that excite them, who re
late to the readings, who express their thoughts and learning-they succeed 
at college and get the most out of it. Those who have trouble communicating 
within this academic world and cannot connect its goals with their own
they often struggle and do not get from college all that they had hoped. 

Whether college becomes an exciting environment or an alien one depends 
to a great extent on the mastering of college-level reading and writing, be
cause texts are central to the life of the university. In college, students must 
absorb information of increasing sophistication from a range of reading ma
terials. They are expected to think about, synthesize, and critique these ma
terials and to use their knowledge to understand and investigate the world. 
Students, ultimately, are in college to become complex and knowledgeable 
participants in the world, able to articulate and argue their insights in effec
tive writing. 

These are tough demands that depend on students becoming deeply in
volved with their subject matters. Only that personal involvement can pro
vide sufficient motivation to do the kind of disciplined work that allows one 
to get the most from college. Involvement is not a matter of luck, as many 
students may think. It is built through every act of reading and writing. In
volvement increases every time a student finds some personally valuable 
meaning in a reading assignment, finds a class assignment stimulating, or a 
writing assignment to be an opportunity to develop thought. Involvement 
increases every time a student states his or her ideas forcefully enough to get 
a serious response from teachers and other students. Involvement increases 
whenever a student notices his or her reading, writing, and thinking going to 
a new level. 

Involved: Writing for College, Writing for Your Self helps students to under
stand their college experience as a way of advancing their own personal con
cerns and to draw substance from their reading and writing assignments. By 
enabling students to understand what it is they are being asked to write-
from basic to complex communications-and how they can go about fulfill
ing those tasks meaningfully and successfully, Involved: Writing for College, 
Writing for Your Self helps students to develop themselves in all the ways the 
university offers. 
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@./c) Distinctive Features of Involved: Writing for 
College, Writing for Your Self 

• The Involvement theme helps students to be active participants in
their college education. Involved encourages students to take responsi
bility for learning, to connect college and college writing to their per
sonal concerns and development, and to recognize their own stakes and
local opportunities. It approaches involvement, a key component in suc
cess, as something one builds through acts of careful reading and writ
ing, through the finding of personal meaning in assigned work, and
through the sharing of ideas with teachers and others.

• Many examples of student writing appear in the book. Student writing
is carefully built into the chapters, exemplifying and reinforcing the writ
ing tasks taught in the book. Questions entitled "Thinking About Stu
dent Writing" follow each example; they create a context in which
student writing is taken seriously and foster analytical skills that the stu
dent then applies to his or her own writing.

• Realistic readings and assignments teach critical thinking and college
level reading skills. Involved approaches college as a unique rhetorical
context, with distinctive agendas and expectations. The readings and as
signments are intensely practical, directly tailored to the types of read
ing, writing, and class styles that students actually encounter. Integrated
readings are drawn from a range of disciplines and from accessible, yet
college-level articles, books, and textbooks.

• The writing process is presented in an innovative way. While speaking
to the recognized needs of students and the familiar concerns of first
year writing, Involved presents the writing process not as a monolithic
one-style-fits-all entity, but as a series of personal and social processes re
lating to the situation, the task, and the writer. It explores both how writ
ing processes vary according to the situation and how some parts often
recur.

• Instruction focuses on writing tasks typical of the academy. Involved

aims to be highly practical for the college student, and thus concentrates
on reading journals, summaries, essay exams, illustrative writing, auto
biographical and reflective writing, analytical writing, investigative
writing (library, field, and lab research), case studies, and argument.

• A unique final part on "Dealing with Complexity" addresses a crucial
need. Chapters in this part treat "Writing About Complex Worlds,"
"Writing About Problem Cases," and "Arguing Your Case."

• Sidebars integrate rhetorical concepts, research findings, and localized
examination of the writing process into the discussion. The text fea
tures three types of sidebars: (1) Useful Concepts from Rhetoric; (2)
News from the Field; and (3) Reviewing Writing Processes.
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• Involved covers relevant, up-to-date topics such as electronic discus
sion groups, the Web, memory techniques, and privacy issues. Activi
ties entitled "Getting Involved Electronically" also appear at the end of
the chapters.

• Involved incorporates the best of current research and theory. Many
people in the composition field recognize that freshman textbooks have
lagged behind the latest developments of composition theory and re
search. This book combines a concern for process with a sociocultural
perspective, which helps students understand their personal position,
stake, and goals in writing. Its goal is to help students develop a reflex
ive understanding of their college situation and their activity in college
so that they can become more focused agents. Involved provides students
with a reflective frame for their college experience so they can under
stand the communicative situations they are in. Students learn to see the
classroom and the disciplines as "discourse communities" in which they
can become active participants for their own benefit.

• Instrnctor's Resource Manual provides a wealth of supporting ma-
terial. The 150-page manual moves chapter-by-chapter with

Chapter Goals 

Some Potential Student Difficulties and How to Address Them 

Some Useful Roles for the Instructor 

Changing Classroom Relations 

Providing Support for and Responding to Assignments 

Further Related Activities and Discussion Topics 

Working with the "Getting Involved Electronically" Activities 

It also contains five essays: 

What's Interesting? 

Where Is the Classroom? 

The Life of Genre and the Life of the Classroom (a review of the 
literature) 

Students Being Disciplined (a review of the literature) 

The Classroom as a Communication System 

• The Dictionary Deal is offered with Involved. The American Heritage
Dictionary (complete/concise) can be shrinkwrapped with the text at a
substantial savings.
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